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Abstract — Nowadays, ontologies have become a relevant
representation formalism and many application domains are
considering adopting them. This attention claims for methods
for reusing domain knowledge resources in the development
of domain ontologies. Accordingly, in this paper we discuss a
general methodology to create domain ontology for more
than one object oriented language (OOP) like Java, PHP and
C++. A lot of software development methods specially Web
applications have presented most of these methods that are
focusing on the structure of distributed systems and security,
in which they are connected through networks and the
internet; resulting in more valuable business and critical
assets stored, searched and manipulated by World Wide
Web.

The aims of this study building domain ontology for OOP
language classes for different OOP languages or different
versions of the same language is an exciting opportunity for
researchers to access the information required under the
constant increase in the volume of information disseminated
on the Internet.

By creating Ontology domain for OOP, we can Improve
methods of viewing and organizing information, improve the
way of processing, in addition to increasing the vocabulary
and their relationship to terminology as well as the rules used
in natural language with OOP languages. The clear
identification of the properties and relations of terms is the
starting point to become Ontology domain.

The importance of the domain Ontology among object
oriented programming languages is that through the
synthesis of these relationships or Ontology an OOP can be
achieved through web by any junior programmers. These
maps are only a representation of the concepts in a particular
area or a certain OOP documents and their relationship to
each other is represented by these relations of language like
Resource Description Framework (RDF) through Ontology
Web Language (OWL), which is emanated from the
Ontology, the important part of the Ontology, is that it can
improve future designs of OOP languages.

Keywords – Ontology Domain, Web Ontology Language,
Resource Description Framework, OOP.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Operating system (OS) contains Software (SW)
consisting of programs and data, which runs on computers,
manages computer hardware resources and provides
common services for execution of various application
software.

Software programs, computer programs or computer
software are programs or routines for a computer system
or part of the system itself. Application software programs
are often add-ons, specially made for the operating system,
and designed to add various types of functionality for the
user. Software programs of many different types are made
for users with different aims.

 A programming language has many types:
 Procedural language.
 Object oriented language.
 Structural Languages.
 Logic Languages.
 Act.

II. A BRIEF EXPLANATION

The domain ontology for OOP language classes for
different OOP languages or different versions of the same
language is an exciting opportunity for researchers to
access the information required under the constant
increase in the volume of information disseminated on the
Internet.
A. Review Stage
The brief overview to Object Oriented Programming
Domain (OOPL Domain) show as:

 Put the Ontology theory about the OOPL.
 Collect the specification requirements and

information about the classes for the Java and
PHP languages.[1]

 Build the database of information collected.
 Chose the tools like Portege 4.1 and any other

helping tools to build the Domain.
 Building ontology using Ontology Web

Language (OWL).
 And then translate the OWL to high level

programming language using Java, PHP or any
other programming language.

 Finally, deploy the domain to the end user.
 The end user can view, update or insert Java or

PHP classes through the web domain.[2]

Fig.1. Object Oriented Programming Domain (OOPL
Domain)
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III. ONTOLOGY ENGINEERING

In philosophy science, ontology or ontologies in
general, is of interest to study what types of things exist,
what are the entities that are out there in the universe.
Expression derives from the Greek origin meaning
"being". A branch of metaphysics is the study of first
principles or essence of things.[3]

In the field of information technology, ontology is the
business model of the entities and interactions in the field
of specific knowledge or practices, such as e-commerce.

In general, it is in the field of computer science and
information technology, that we find ontology is a formal
representation of a set of concepts within a particular field
as well as relations between these concepts.[2][4]

Various Definitions in knowledge engineering, natural
languages processing and cooperative information
systems, in addition to intelligent information integration,
and knowledge management reports about the applications
of ontologies in developing and using system in WWW.[8]

In Computer Science Ontology is the formal
characterization of a specific domain by defining the
concepts of tags and their attributes and relationships
between these concepts (relations). Concepts are usually
organized according to a hierarchical relationship of
globalization and localization between these concepts. In
this hierarchical concept there is the offspring of the
broader concept of it. For example: "student" is a "human"
and "human" is an "Object" (the concept of "student" is
the son of the concept "human). All concepts are implicitly
members of the concept “Thing”.[10]

IV. OOP DOMAIN METHODOLOGY

Ontology  is used in artificial intelligence,  Semantic
Web, systems engineering, library science and building
information as a form of knowledge representation of the
world or part of it. [4]

The ontology may be as simple as some of the
definitions, or may be a division or classification
hierarchy, more complex concepts and categories or
technology as a solution to  the problems based on the
significance of information sharing.[8]

In addition to the hierarchical relationship structure of
typical taxonomies, ontologies enable cross-node
horizontal relationships between entities; thus enabling
easy modeling of real-world information requirements.
Jasper and Uschold (1999) identify three major uses of
ontologies: [12, page 7].

After all of this, we can ask: why are we using
Ontology?

The most important reasons are:
 To share common understanding of the

structure of information among people and/or
software agents.

 To enable reuse of domain knowledge after it
exists.

A. Ontology and Object Oriented Programming
How can we adapt the concept of OOP to serve of the

Ontology?. [5]

Is Object-Oriented Programming is the foundation upon

which the concept of Ontologies is built?

Fig.2. Ontology Relational Concepts

This means that we can not get Domain integrated from
the beginning, first step building a basic Domain and
publishing it in the virtual community, and
then the members of the community develop the Domain
by increasing Domain information in addition to the
amendment to the architecture and its structure.[6]

The main point in this process is that the Concepts in the
ontology should be close to objects (physical or logical)
and relationships in your domain of interest.[7]

We said previously that the Domain is
a terminology and concepts of topics related to or is an
expression of Objects in object-oriented programming
(OOP) concepts and terminology that can be
understood by humans and machines, you can search in
your own language the ordinary for any of the
subjects related to object-oriented programming (OOP), so
that the agent can understand what you want and return an
accurate result, and then any programmer can lead to the
development in multi language as Java, PHP, C+++ or any
other programming language to become programming in
fetcher in natural language.
B. Ontology Domain Tools
 Ontology Web Language (OWL)

There are many languages to describe Ontology. The
most recent and best known and most frequently used is
OWL.The lifecycle of ontology over the Semantic Web
involves different techniques,
 Protege 4.1

Another tool for building Ontology on Web Semantic
like using OWL, which is considered one of the most
popular open source tools to build Ontology, is Protégé
from Stanford University – California.[1]

Protege 4.1 is chosen to implement this domain
ontology because of the fact that it is extensible and : [13]
[9]. OWL ontology of gene expression for bioinformatics
can be manually built by encoding experts’ conceptual
patterns, or can be automatically learned e.g. out of  a
textual corpus by encoding natural language patterns. [12]

The OWL Web Ontology Language is designed to be
used by applications that need to process the content of
information instead of just presenting information to
humans. [6]

RDF and OWL are Semantic Web standards  that
provide a framework for asset management, enterprise
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integration and the sharing and reusing of data on the
Web. [12]

To Complete Ontology, we need to do several
interconnected modules as shown in the figure blow; the
core module in this environment is the Ontology services
and Ontology Web Language (OWL).The Database Store
the data about the domain and the data about ontology.[14]

Ontology services store the likes and html pages about
the ontology. Ontology Web Language (OWL) defines the
classes and controls the transaction of the domain. Finally,
from the web pages, the user can use the ontology as
needed. [13]

Fig.3. Domain Ontology Output

The UML model is very important to clarify the scope
of ontology and to discover levels of the domain as our
OOP domain have more than one level as shown in
following UML diagram, this diagram covers all basic
super classes and sub classes for the programming
languages, the first level has super class for programming
languages, the second level has three sub classes from
main super class "programming languages", these sub
classes are programming languages types. These classes
define the types of programming languages, which are the
second level in this graph that is the
intended programming languages. Languages that are
designed, past and present, the other class in this level is
"Data types", all types for all programming languages can
be under this class and then we can distribute the data
types for the languages. The other class in this level is
"API's" for all programming languages. We can classify
them into groups (super classes and sub classes) [14].
Level three shows the type of programming languages as
there are more than one type: structural programming
languages, object oriented programming languages, logic
programming languages and structural languages.[11] All
these types of languages are a notation for writing
programs, which are specifications of a computation or
algorithm. In addition, the level three has Data types; data
types play a central role in all types of programming
languages since it enables users to write programs easily
and elegantly, different programming languages have been
developed, each of which may use different types of data
types. Therefore, it becomes very important to organized
data types systematically so that we can understand the
relationships among one data type and another and
investigate future directions which lead us to discover
exciting new data types for the same programming
language or between different programming languages.
[16]

The common data types are Numbers, Characters,
Boolean, Set and User defined. Level four of this UML
has more details than of the level three; that means
Procedural Languages have too many languages some of

these programming languages  are shown in UML like
Perl, Fortran, Visual Basic (VB) and Pascal, other
procedural languages are not mentioned in this UML
because we are focusing principally on Domain Ontology.
In the same level Object Oriented Programming (OOP)
has subclasses as Visual Basic.Net (VB.net), C++, Java
and PHP. The OOP has specific API's and data types, at
the same time it has common API's and data types. We
must demonstrate it clearly in the design of Domain
Ontology.

Fig.4. UML for root classes

After all and once the hierarchies and their features have
been identified, a table to reflect bidirectional relations
may be elaborated by means of assigning names using
uniform criteria (or a uniform criterion). Properties may
have a domain and a range specified link individuals from
the domain to individuals from the range, cardinality and
inverse relations. [13][14]

Classes are becoming subclasses-superclass hierarchy,
the sup class must be a super class for example OOP is a
sub class of Programming Languages at the same time
OOP is a super class to Java, PHP, C++, VB.Net; that
means that all OOP Languages are sub classes of
Programming Languages and Java, PHP, C++ and VB.Net
are subclasses of OOP besides all " OOP Languages are
Programming Languages and are members of
Programming Languages and members of OOP
Languages". [15]
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Super Class Relation Cardinality Subclass
Programming
Languages

Include-PLT 1-n Programming
Language Types

Programming
Languages

Include-API's 1-n API's

Programming
Languages

Include-DT 1-n Data Types

OOP
Languages

Include-C++ 1-n C++

Parameter
s

Include-
Number-of-
parameter

1-1 Number of
Parameter

Java SQL
Classes

Include- SQL
Statements

1-n SQL Statements

SQL
Statements

Include-
Statement

1-1 Statement

SQL
Statements

Include-
PreparedStatement

1-1 PreparedStatement

SQL
Statements

Include-
CallableStatement

1-1 CallableStatement

SQL
Statements

Include-
Connection
interface

1-1 Connection
interface

SQL
Statements

Include-
Savepoint

1-1 Savepoint

Fig.5. Classes with Taxonomy

The table blow shows the example for class
(Programming Languages Classes) and type of relation:
one-to-many, one-to-one or many-to-many. Moreover, the
relations between classes and types of class:

Table 1: Relations between Programming Languages
Classes

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF ONTOLOGY

MODEL/RESULTS

To implement the ontology, we choose the PROTÉGÉ4,
because it has tools and it's extensible and provides plug
and play environments that can make it more flexible base
for rapid prototyping and applications development [13].

Over more to the typical construction of riches
ontology. On the other hand the ways in which ontology
development environments displays and makes it easy to
editing axioms. It is frequently the case that axioms can be
rather long. And, justifications can contain long axioms,
where only part of the axioms are required for the
entailment in question to hold in; in many cases, these
parts can obfuscate on the true reasons as to why an
entailment holding. Justifications that contain long axioms
could also result in information being unnecessarily and

poring lost when repairing an ontology, because it isn't
clear which parts of the axioms contribute   to the
entailment explained by the justification. [15]

PROTEGE4 can export to different formats like RDF
schema (RDFS) and Otology Web Languages (OWL). We
can focus on the problem more easily by using
"Reasoner", it's very easy and helpful to locate the error
and define it immediately. Any inconsistence between
classes can be defined and corrected [12].

The graph is very good in PROTÉGÉ4 and the view of
class and relations in the domain ontology in several ways,
graphics using the OWLViz and Ontoviz plug-ins are
generated and compared with UML diagrams.

On the one hand, class hierarchies by using OWLViz
enable the classes and relations in OWL Ontology to be
viewed Graph visualization is a way of representing
structural information as diagrams of abstract graphs. The
Graphviz layout programs take descriptions of graphs in a
simple text language and make diagrams in useful formats
such as: images and SVG for web pages, PDF [15].
Graphviz has many useful features for concrete diagrams
such as: options for colors, fonts, tabular node layouts, line
styles, hyperlinks, rolland custom shapes. In few words
OWLViz computes changes to the class hierarchy may be
clearly seen, and inconsistent concepts are highlighted in
red. On the other hand, OntoViz generates diverse
combinations of graphics with all relations defined in the
ontology, instances and attributes. OntoViz allows
visualizing several disconnected graphs at once.[8] These
graphs are suitable for presentation purposes, as they tend
to be of good clarity with no overlapping nodes, the below
figure shows the domain inside the PROTÉGÉ4.

Fig.6. Class Hierarchy

To build domain ontology using in our methodology
ontology web language with Extensible Markup Language
OWL/XML, is the standard for building Domain
Ontology. In addition to these ways, we can implement
domain by RDF/XML [9][10]. The below figure shows a
side of coding for OOP domain ontology:
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Fig.7. Domain Coding

VI. MAIN API'S RELATIONS

The hierarchy displays all sub classes under the super
class Java APIs. In fact the java APIs is more than that
viewed in this hierarchy. Every class contains sub classes
with more details, the  class naming editing to become
more closer to the real name classes in java language as
java.io its real name in java language that means class in
java working with Input/output operations service any
transaction input or output from java language.[14] This
class can co-operate with other classes and every class has
annotation used to add all the information concerning
the category. Java language disjoints with other languages
(C++, PHP and VB.Net) so it must be clear in Disjoint
classes tab, with OWLViz and OntoGraf the java API's

can show as follows:

Fig.8. Present API's hierarchy using OWLViz

VII. CONCLUSION

We can Use the architecture and design review to build
Domain using all tools of Ontology to enable any person
to obtain reach information from Internet.

Cannot reach the Web to its full potential if it becomes
the source, it can share and process data and information
by computers as well as by people.

The computers can be in the process of classification
and segmentation and assembling of such large volumes of
information or the contents of the Internet to be provided
to us as users in the way it is archived and arranged in a
way difficult for us to accomplish as human beings and
that is exactly what can be done by the Domain Ontology
with OWL and other tools.

The OOP Domain Ontology is an exciting opportunity
for researchers to access the information required under
the constant increase in the volume of information
disseminated on the Internet. It can be said that the OOP
Domain Ontology revolutionized the use of browsers in
the world of Internet Browsers in the search on the OOP
languages.

In the future, the most important part of the Internet will
be getting highly reliable and comprehensive information,
and is what you will Ontology if they are used and
deployed correctly and expanded.

In this paper, we have focused on part of domain
Ontology activities that should be an integral part of our
Web application life cycle. The future work of this paper
will be a research on the translation Services between
OOP Languages and ability to use the Ontology Tools like
WOL to create a more dynamic domain when retrieves or
searches for data and information to increase knowledge
field and related experiences.

Finally, there is no single correct ontology-design
methodology and we did not attempt to define one. The
ideas that we present here are those we found useful in our
study. [1]
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